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KIGIS Launches IVIEW+, advanced pedestrian detection camera system for industrial
vehicles.
Operates based on an AI algorithm which recognizes the exact presence of the pedestrians in
any industrial site.
Seoul, South Korea. May 2021 – Kyungwoo Systech Ltd., a leading developer of innovated
and advanced safety solution to prevent accidents and protect people in industrial workplace,
is proud to announce the launch of NEW safety solution, IVIEW+ under the brand name of
KIGIS. IVIEW+ is a safety assistance system that detects pedestrians and provides alerts to
drivers at any industrial site. It adopts advanced technology of AI (Artificial Intelligence)
human subject detection and it allows us to detect the subject in real-time.
IVIEW+ system is configured with a 7-inch HD wide monitor and an analog 520-megapixel
camera with 2 channels. It is applicable with all kinds of industrial vehicles such as forklift,
excavator, wheel loader, and tractor.
The system has been operated in several distribution centers and manufacture factories in South
Korea. After these successful pilot projects, KIGIS team has confidently decided to release in
global market. Learn more at KIGIS website or watch the Video.

About KIGIS Safety Technology
KIGIS Safety Technology is a subsidiary brand of Kyungwoo Systech, Inc., a leading company
in the automotive and industrial electronics sectors. Kyungwoo Systech, headquartered in
Seoul, South Korea, has over 25 years of experience in designing and developing innovative
solutions for electronics for a wide variety of industrial vehicles including excavators, forklifts,
loaders, tractors and electric mobilities. The dedicated KIGIS team from Kyungwoo Systech
has derived innovative and advanced solutions to prevent accidents and protect people in any
industrial workplaces, which lead us to outstanding achievements across South Korea and
overseas.
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